Introduction

It has been well recognized that kidney transplant is the best modality for treatment of end stage kidney disease. The shortage of donors and continuous growing of waiting list for kidney transplantation is an ongoing problem that the transplant community has faced for many years. Dual kidney transplantation (DKT) of marginal kidneys to a single recipient, allows utilization of ECDs to alleviate the disparity between available donors and potential recipients. Many centers now perform DKT using different surgical techniques, including the bilateral placement of both kidneys, in the intra- or extra-peritoneal cavity, through two separate Gibson incisions or one midline incision, and the unilateral placement of one kidney in the intra- or extra-peritoneal cavity, through a single Gibson incision. The aim of this study is to report the outcomes of dual kidney transplant in our institute and review the surgical techniques of DKT in the literature.

Materials and Methods

The study was approved by human research ethic committee of the institute. From January 1999 to April 2014, 10 cases of DKT were performed in our institute. The surgical techniques include unilateral incision for 9 patients, a midline incision for 1 patient. The literature was reviewed for surgical techniques of DKT.

Results:

Two recipients had DKT as an En bloc from pediatric donors, whereas others had DKT from elderly donors. The mean surgical time was 5 hours 4 min (Range: 3 hours 40 min to 6 hours 24 min). Two patients had a complication of lymphocele and subsequent development of ureteric stricture. There was no vessel thrombosis and no urine leakage in this cohort. The creatinine level was 137 (± 37.4) µmol/L at 12 months follow-up. The various techniques were described in the literature.

Conclusion:

DKT is an established technique for expanding use of extended criteria of kidney donors. The clinical outcome is satisfactory and surgical complications can be minimized. Based on our experience in a small series, vascular complication can be prevented with caution during vessel anastomosis and position of the kidney grafts. The single site placement of DKT is preferred from the literature review.
En Bloc along with the distal donor aorta and inferior vena cava for transplantation. Care was taken during the organ preparation to ligate the branches from vena cava and aorta. The superior end of aorta and vena cava were closed with running suture of 5-0 Prolene. All the donor kidneys except of small paediatric donors used for DKT were biopsied preoperatively.

Dual kidney transplantation

The kidneys were transplanted either unilaterally, bilaterally or en bloc using classic Gibson incision for Unilateral DKT (UDKT) (n=7) and En-bloc DKT (EDKT) (n=2) or midline incision for Bilateral DKT (BDKT) (n=1). Right iliac fossa was the preferred side for UDKT and only one UDKT and one EDKT were performed in the left iliac fossa. Both Kidneys were placed at extra-peritoneal space in the iliac fossa. The renal artery was anastomosed to external iliac artery in end-to-side fashion. The renal vein was anastomosed in end-to-side fashion to the external iliac vein. In UDKT, left kidney was placed superiority in five cases whereas right kidney was superior in two cases. One patient was for his third time of kidney transplant. The dual grafts were placed at right iliac fossa, where the previous kidney graft was removed prior to being listed. In En-bloc DKT, the inferior end of vena cava and aorta was anastomosed to side of external iliac vein and external iliac artery respectively. The ureter was anastomosed to the bladder separately in 3 cases whereas the two ureters were joined together as one anastomosis (Lich-Gregoir technique [2] to the bladder in 7 cases. The ureteric stent was inserted in the ureter as routine practice that is the same as in conventional single kidney transplant in our institute.

Results

The transplant surgery was success in all 10 recipients (Table 1). The mean surgical time was 304 minutes, ranged from 220 to 384 minutes. The mean vessel anastomotic time was 48 minutes for the first kidney and 65 minutes for second kidney graft. The vessel anastomotic time was 59 minutes for En bloc kidney transplant. The estimated blood loss was minimal in most cases except in two cases where 500 ml and 1800 ml blood loss was recorded. The cold ischemic time was from 8.5 hours to 16 hours (average 12.3 hours). Two patients developed delayed graft function (DGF). One patient was required Hemodialysis (HD) twice on post-operative day 0 and day 3 respectively; Whereas another patient was required continuous veno-venous Haemofiltration (CVVH) for 24 hours immediately post surgery due to hyperkalemia and required another 12 hours of CVVH on day 3 due to DGF. Of ten patients, two had a symptomatic lymphocele formation post kidney transplant. The lymphocele was treated by laparoscopic fenestration and resolved completely. One of them who had a midline incision with bilateral placement of kidney graft subsequently developed a ureteric stenosis on left side; while another patient with unilateral kidney placement developed dual ureteric stenosis. The surgical urinary tract reconstruction was performed in both cases. There was no further complication. Seven of 10 recipients returned the form of incision measurement with average length in 20 cm (10cm - 29 cm).

There was no surgical graft loss, vessel thrombosis or urine leakage in this series. The mean length of hospital stay was 9 days (5 to 17 days). The mean serum creatinine (SCr) level was 137 ± 38 µmol/L at 12 months follow-up (Figure 1a). The mean estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) was 49 mL/min/1.73 m^2 at 12 months follow up (Figure 1b).

One recipient developed dual kidney grafts failure10 years after transplant due to chronic rejection. He subsequently received a second kidney transplant at the left iliac fossa. All patients had minimum 1 year follow up.

Discussion

To overcome the disparity between the organ donation and demand of the kidney transplantation, various strategies have been proposed including use of kidneys from ECD [3]. DKT was first reported in 1996 [4] and has been widely accepted ever since by many centres to meet the increasing demand of kidney transplantation [5-7]. Concerns were raised regarding inadequate nephron mass and expected life span of the ECD kidneys. However, literature review reveals satisfactory outcome of DKT in terms of graft function [8].

In our experience, we have found that DKT is a better modality for utilisation of marginal kidneys as it retains maximal nephron
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Figure 1a: The mean Cr level post dual kidney transplant over 12 months follow up.
mass and hence graft function. In this small cohort, all patients have satisfactory kidney function and live a good quality of life as any other recipients who received a single kidney transplant from standard criteria donor.

In this series, the graft survival rate is 100% at minimal one year follow up and at median 3 years follow up. One recipient developed dual kidney graft failure 10 years post-transplant secondary to acute rejection and also the patient was reported to be non-compliant. Remuzzi et al. [9] have reported an excellent long-term survival of either single or dual kidney grafts from ECD donors provided that the kidneys underwent a histologic evaluation before transplantation.

The most concern of surgical complication is vascular complication in dual kidney transplant. Al-Mamari et al. [10] reported 13% of renal vessel thrombosis of second kidney graft in 15 cases of unilateral dual kidney transplantation and resulted in graft loss. Hobart et al. [9,11] encountered 21% of vessel thrombosis and stenosis in 33 paediatric donors en bloc kidney transplant to the adults. There is no vascular complication in our series. Care must be taken to avoid the vessel kink during vessel anastomosis. The kidney graft position must be checked to ensure no vessel kinked before the wound closure. The upper pole of inferior kidney was usually parallel medially with lower pole of superior kidney graft. The two ureters were paralleled joining at the end forming one anastomosis to the bladder. There are two recipients who developed lymphocele in this series. One of them who had a midline incision with bilateral placement of kidney graft subsequently developed the ureteric stricture on the left side. Another case was unilateral placement of dual kidney grafts, in which dual ureters developed ureteric stenosis. Both cases recovered satisfactory after laparoscopic lymphocele fenestration and surgical reconstruction of urinary tract. It seems that the ureteric stricture is associated with lymphocele formation in our cohort. There was no urine leakage occurred in this series. In single kidney transplant, the incidence of urological complications was reported from 3.6 to 5.8 % [12-14].

There were two patients who had delayed graft function (DGF) in this series. One of them was UDKT and the other was EDKT. In both cases, a prolonged cold ischaemic time (CIT) was noted at 726 minutes and 960 minutes. One of the donors had high Scr (165 µmol/L) at the time of kidney procurement. The incidence of DGF has been reported from 20% to 30% in dual kidney transplant [12,15]. The incidence of DGF may be attributed to longer CIT [16,17]. The CIT and DGF are the most important predictors for short and long-term graft survival. The efforts should be made to minimize CIT under any circumstance.

The technique for dual kidney transplant has been evolved over last two decades. The dual kidney transplants can be performed as a single kidney transplant on both sides of the iliac fossa. Alternatively, the midline incision can be used for placing one graft in each side of iliac fossa. The disadvantage of these two techniques is that both sides of iliac fossa are utilized. Recently, unilateral placement of dual kidney grafts has been explored with advantages of spare of one side iliac fossa, time saving and equivalent graft outcome [18]. One of DKT in this series is his third time of kidney transplant. The dual grafts were placed at right iliac fossa successfully. The patient recovered well without any surgical complication. In addition, En bloc transplant at unilateral side is in favour using aorta and vena cava for vessel anastomosis [19].

In conclusion, DKT is an option for kidney transplantation from ECD. The excellent outcome can be achieved. Care needs to be taken during vessel anastomosis and position of dual kidney grafts to prevent vascular complication and graft loss. The CIT should be minimized to reduce DGF and improve long-term graft survival.
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